VIII.

COVERT

ACTION

No activity of the Central Intelligence
Agency has engendered more
controversy
and concern than “covert action,” the secret use of power
and persuasion. The contemporary
definition
of covert action as used
by the CIA-“any
clandestine operat.ion or activity designed to influence foreign governments,
or:ganizstions,
persons or events in support
of United States foreign policy”-suggests
an all-purpose
policy tool.
By definition,
covert, action should be one of the CIA’s least visible
activities, yet it has attracted more attention in recent years than any
other United States foreign intelligence
activity.
The CIA has been
accused of interfering
in the internal political affairs of nations ranging from Iran to Chile. from Tibet to Guatema,la, frorn Libya to ILaos,
from Greece to Indonesia.
Assassinations,
coups d’etat. vote buying,
economic warfare-all
have been laid at the doorstep of the CIA. Few
political
crises take place in the world today in which CIA involvement is not alleged. As former Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford
told the Committee :
The knowledge
regarding
such operations
has become so
widespread
that our country has been accused of being responsible for practically
every internal
difficulty
that has
occurred in every country in the world.’
Senate Resolution
21 authorized
the Committee
to investigate
“the extent and necessity of overt and covert intelligence
activities in
the United States and abroad.” 2 In conducting its irquiry
into covert
action, the Committee
addressed several sets of questions:
-First,
what is the past and present scope of covert action P
Has covert action been an exceptional or commonplace tool of
United
States foreign policy 1 Do present covert operations
meet the standard-set
in the Hughes-Ryan
amendment
to
the 1974 Foreign
Assistance Act+f
“important
to the national security of the United States?”
-Second,
what is the value of covert action as an instrument of United States foreign policy ? How successful have
covert operations been over the years in achieving short-range
objectives and long-term goals? What have been the effects of
these operations on the “targeted”
nations? Have the costs of
these operations,
in terms of our reputation
throughout
the
world and our capacity for ethical and moral leadership,
outweighed
the benefits achieved?
Clifford
testimony, E/5/75. Hearings, Vol. 7, p. 51.
’ Senate Resolution 21, Section 2, Clause 14. The CIA conducts several kinds of
Covert intelligence activities abroad : clandestine
collection
of positive
foreign
’ Clark

intelligenCe,

counterintelligence
(or liaiwn
with
local services),
thew are a variety
of covert action techniquc?s,
grouped
into four broad categories
: political
action, propaganda,
and economic action.
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-Third,
have the, techniques and methods of covert action
been antithetical
to our principles
and itlenls as a nation?
Whited States officials have been involved
in plots to assassinate foreign leaders. In Chile, the t-nited States attempted
to overthrow
a tlemocraticallv
electrtl ,povernnrent.
Many
covert. operations
appear to vihlnte our mternational
treaty
obligations
and commitments,
such as the charters of the
United Xations and Organization
of Anrerican
States. Can
these actions be justified when our national security interests
are at stake ?
-Fourth,
does the existence of a covert action capability
distort, the decisionmakinp
process? Covert operations
by
their nature cannot be debated openly in ways required by
a constitutional
systenr. However.
has this meant that, on
occasion, the Executive
has resorted to covert operations
to
avoid bureaucratic,
Congressional,
and public debate? Has
this contributed
to an erosion of trust between the executive
and legislative
branches of government
and between the
government
and the people ?
-Fifth.
what are the implications
of maint.aining
a
covert, action capability,
as presently
housed in the CIA’s
Directorate
for Operatrons’!
Does the very existence of this
capability
make it more likelv that covert operations
will be
presented as a policy alternative
and be implemented?
Has
the maintenance
of this standing
capability
generated,
in
itself. demands for more and more covert action? Conversely,
what, are the implications
of not maintaining
a covert action
capability ? Will our national securitv be imperiled ? Will our
policymakers
be denied a valuable policv option ?
-Sixth,
is it possible to accomplish many of our covert
objectives
through
overt means? Radio Free Europe
and
Radio Liberty
may be instructive
in this regard. For years
RFE and RI, were operated and subsidized, covertly, by the
CIA. Today they operate openlv. Could other CIA covert,
activities
be conducted in a similar manner?
-Finally,
should the United States continue to maintain a
covert action capabilitv?
If so, should there be restrictions
on certain kinds of activities?
What processes of authorization and review. both within the executive and legislative
branches, should be established?
Over the past year, the Committee
investigated
several major
covert action programs.
These programs
were selected to illustrate
(1) covert action techniques, ranging
from propaganda
to paramilitary activitiec, from economic action to subsidizing and supporting
foreign political
parties, media. and labor organizations;
(2) diffe.rent
kinds of “target”
countries. from developed Western nations to less
developed
nations in Africa, 14sia and Latin Bmerica;
(3) a broad
time span, from 1947 to the present; and (4) a combination
of cases
that the CIA4 considers to be representative
of success and failure.
One of the Committee’s
case studies, Chile, was the subject of a
publicly released staff report.” It served as background
for the Com’ Senate Select Committee,

“Corrrt

Action

in Chile.”
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mittee’s public session on covert action .4 During
its covert action inquiry, the Committee
took extensive testimony
in executive session
and received 14 briefings from the CIA. The staff interviewed
over
120 persons,, including
13 former Ambassadors
and 12 former CIA
Station Chiefs. The successor Senate intelligence
oversight
conimittee(s) will inherit the Committee’s clas&ed
covert action case studies
as well as a rich documentary
base for fut,ure consideration
of covert
action.
In addition to the major covert action case studies, the Committee
spent five months investigating
alleged plots to assassinate foreign
leaders. This inquiry
led, inevitably,
into covert action writ large.
Plots to assassinate Castro could not be understood
unless seen in
the context of Operation
MONGOOSE,
a massive covert action
program designed to “get rid of Castro.” The death of General Schneider in Chile could not be understood unless seen in the context of what
was known as Track II-a
covert action program,
undertaken
by the
CIA at the direction of President Nixon, to prevent Salvador
Allende
from assuming the office of President of Chile. During the assassination inquiry, the Committee heard from over ‘75 witnesses during 60
days of hearings.
The Committee has chosen not to make public the details of all the
covert action case studies, with the exceptions noted above. The force
of the Committee’s
,recommendations
on covert action might
be
istrengthened
by using detailed
illustrations
of what the United
iStates did under what circumstances and with what results in country
i“X” or “Y.” The purpose of the Committee
in examining
these cases,
however,
was to understand
the scope, techniques, utility,
and propriety of covert action in order to make recommendations
for the
future. The Committee
concluded that it was not essential to expose
past covert relationships
of foreign political, labor and cultural leaders
with the United States Government
nor to violate the confidentiality
of these relationships.
Therefore,
names of individuals
and institutions have been omitted.
In addition, the Committee
decided, followin
objections raised by
the CIA, not to publicly
release two sections o B this Report-;-‘fTechand “Covert
Action Projects : Initiation,
niques of Covert Action”
Review, and Approval.
” These two sections will be submitted to the
Members of the Senate in a classified form. However,
for a discussion
of covert action techniques, as they were practiced in Chile, see the
Committee
Staff Report, “Covert
Action in Chile : 1963-1973”
(pp.
&10,1&40).
A. EVOLUTION
OF COVERT ACTION
Covert action was not included as one of the charter missions of the
CIA. The National
Security
Act of 1947 (which established
the
Agency and the National Security Council) does not specifically ment,ion or authorize secret operations of any kind, whether for intelligence
collection or covert action.5 The 1947 Act does, however,
contain a
provision
which directs the CL4 to “perform
such other functions and
duties related to intelligence
affecting
the national
security as the
’ Senate Select Committee,
Hearings, 12/45/75,
Vol. 7.
‘See Appendix
I, “Congressional
Authority
for the CIA
Actions.”
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National Securit.y Council may from time to time direct.” 6 One of the
drafters of the 1947 Act, former Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford,
has referred
to this prokision
as the “cafch-all”
clause. According
td
Mr. Clifford
:
Because those of us’ who \yere assigned to this task and had
the drafting
responsibility
were dealing wit,h a new subject
with practically
no precedents, it was decided t.hat the Act
creating the Central
Intelligence
Agency should contain a
“catch-all”
clause to provide
for unforeseen
contingencies.
Thus, it was written t,hat the CIA should “perform
such other
functions
and duties related to intelligence
affecting the national security as the National
Security Council may from
time to time direct.” It was under this clause that, early in the
operation
of the 1947 Act, covert activities
were authorized.
I recall that such activities took place in 1948 and it is even
possible that some planning
took place in late 1947. It was
the original
concept that covert activities underta.ken under
the Act were to be carefully
limited and controlled.
YOU will
note that the language of the Act provides that this catchall clause is applicable
only in the event t.hat the national
security is affected. This was considered t.o be an important
limiting and restricting
clause.’
Beginning
in December 1947, the Nat,ional Security Council issued
a series of classified directives
specifying
and expanding
the CIA%
covert mission.8 The first of these directives, X,%X-A,
authorized the
Director
of Central
Intelligence
(DCI)
to conduct covert psychological operations consistent with United States policy and in coordination with the Departments
of State and Defense.
A later directive,
NSC 10/2, authorized the CIA to conduct covert
political
and paramilitary
operations.
To organize an? direct these
activities,
a semi-independent
Office of Policy Coordination
(OPC)
was established within the CIA. OPC took policy direction from the
Departments
of State and Defense. 9 The directive’ establishing
OPC
referred to the “vicious covert activities of the U.S.S.R.” and authorized the OPC to plan and conduct covert operations, including
covert
political,
psychological,
and economic warfare.
These early activities
were directed against the Soviet threat. They included countering
Soviet propaganda
and covert Soviet support of labor unions and
student groups in Western Europe, direct U.S. support of foreign
political
parties, “economic warfare,”
sabotage. assistance to re.fugec
liberation
groups, and support of anti-Communist
groups in occupied
or threatened areas.
Until
a reorganization
in June, 1950, OPC’s responsibilities
for
paramilitary
action were limited, at least in t,heory, to contingency
planning.
Networks
of agents were trained to assist the escape of ree50 U.S.C. 403 (cl) (5).

’ Clifford, 12/5/75, Hearings, pp. 50-51.
‘For a full discussion of the National
Security Council and its direction
of
intelligence
activities,
see Chapter IV, “The President’s Office.”
‘The semi-independent
status of OPC! within the CIA created a rivalry with
the existing CIA component responsible for clandestine
intelligence,
the Office of
Strategic Operations.
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sistance forces and carry out sabotage behind enemy lines in the event
of war. Howe.ver, OPC did conduct some guerrilla-type
operations in
this early period against Soviet bloc countries,
using neighboring
countries
as bases and employing
a variety
of “black”
activities.“’
The size and activities of the OPC grew dramatically.
Many covert
action programs
initiated
in the first few years as an adjunct to the
United States policy of communist containment
in Europe eventually
developed
into large-scale
and long-term
operations,
such as the
clandestine
propaganda
radios aimed at the Soviet bloc-Radio
Free
Europe and Radio Liberty.
Many early OPC activities involved subsidies to European “counterfront” labor and political organizations.
These were intended to serve
as alternatives
to Soviet- or communist-inspired
groups. Extensive
OPC labor, media, and election operations in Western Europe in the
late 1940’s, for instance, were designed to undercut debilitating
strikes
by communist trade unions and election advances by communist parties. Support for “counterfront”
organizations,
especially in the areas
of student, labor and cultural
activities,
was to become much more
prevalent
in the 1950s and 196Os, although
they later became international rat.her th’an European-oriented.
Communist
aggression in the Far East led the United States into
war in Korea in June 1950. At the same time, Defense Department
pressure shifted the focus of OPC activities toward more aggressive
responses to Soviet and Chinese Communist
threats, particularly
military incursions. Lar.ge amounts of money were spent for guerrilla
and
propaganda
operations.
These operations
were designed to support
the United States military mission in Korea. Most of these diversionary
paramilitary
operations
never came to fruition.
For example, during
this period the CIA’s Office of Procurement
acquired some $152 million
worth of foreign weapons ,and ammunition
for use by guerrilla
forces
that never came into existence.
As a result of the upsurge of paramilitary
action and contingency
planning,
OPC’s manpower
almost trebled during t,he first year of
the Korean War. A large part of this increase consisted of paramilitary
experts, who were later to be instrumental
in CL4 paramilitary
operations in the Bay of Pigs, the Congo, and Laos, among others. In support
of paramilitary
activities
t,he CIA had bases and facilities
in the
T’nited States, Europe, the Mediterranean
and the Pacific. OPC’s inclreased activity was not limited to paramilitary
operations, however.
!{y 1953, there were major covert, operations in 48 countries, consistlng primarily
of propaganda
and political action.
d4uother event in 1950 affected the development
and organizational
framework
for covert action. General Walter Bedell Smith became
CT.1 TXrector. He decided to merge OPC with the CI,4’s Office of
Sl>ecinl Operations.11
-4lthough
the merger was not completed until
” “Blark”
activities
are those intended
to give the impression
that the.v are
sponsored
by an indigenous
opposition
force or a hostile power. rather
than by
the IJnited States.
I1 In order to accomplish
the merger,
Smith first consolidated
the OPC chain
of command by ordering
the Director
of OPC to rennrt dire&lo
to the IX1 instead
of through
the Departments
of State and Defense: Smith also appointed
his own
scIIinr
representatives
to field stations
to roordinate
the covert activities
of the
OPC and the espionage
nprations
of the OSO. Thr two offices
were often cnmpeting for the same potential assets in foreign countries.
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1954, the most important
orgauizational
step took place in August
1952-a single new directorate, entirely within the structure and control of the CIA, was established. Known as the Directorate
for Plans
(DDP)!”
this new directorate
was headed by a Deputy Director
and
was ssslgned responsibility
for all CIA covert action and espionage
functions. The CIA’s “Clandestine
Service” was now in place.
By the time bhe DDP teas organized,
OPC had a large staff
and an annual budget of almost $200 million. It dominated the smaller
and bureaucratically
weaker OS0 in size, glamour, and attention. Yet,
one of the original purposes of the merger, according to General Smith,
was to protect the OS0 function of clandestine intelligence
collection
from becoming subordinate
to the covert action function of OPC. In
1952, Smith wrote that the merger was :
designed to create a single overseas clandestine service, while
at the same time preserving
the integrity
of the long-range
espionage and counterespionage
mission of the CIA from
amalgamation
into those clandestine activities which are subject to short-term
variations
in the prosecution
of the Cold
War.
Despite Smith’s desires, the Cold War, and the “hot war” in Kore?,
increased the standing, and influence, of the covert “operators”
withm
the CIA. This trend continued throughout
the 1950s and 1960s.
The post-Korean
War period did not see a reduction in CIA covert
activities.
Indeed, the communist
threat was now seen to be worldwide, rather than concentrated
on the borders of the Soviet Union
and mainland
China. In response, the CIA, at the direction
of the
National Security Council, expanded its European and crisis-oriented
approach into a world-wide
effort to anticipate
and meet communist
aggression, often with techniques equal to those of the Soviet clandestine services. This new world-wide
approach was reflected in a 1955
Sational Security Council Directive
which authorized the CIA to :
-Create
and exploit problems for International
Communism ;
-Discredit
International
Communisnl,
and reduce the
strength of its parties and organization
;
-Reduce
International
(‘onlmunist
control over any areas
of the world.
The 1950s saw an expansion of. communist
interest in the Third
World. Attempts
to anticipate
and meet the communist
threat there
proved to be an easier task than carrying
out clandestine
activities
in the closed Soviet and Chinese societies. Political action projects in
the Third World increased dramatically.
Financial
support was provided to parties, candidates, and incumbent
leaders of almost every
political persuasion, except the extreme left and right. The immediate
purpose of these projects was to encourage political stability, and thus
prevent
Communist
incursions;
but another important
objective
of
political action was the acquisition of “tgents of influence”
who could
be used at a future date to provide intelligence
or to carry out political
action. Through
such projects, the CIA developed
a world-wide
in“The

name was

changed

to the Directorate

for Operations

(DDO)

in 1973.
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frastructure
of individual
of covert activities.

agents, or networks

of agents, engaged

in a

\nriety
By

had gone through a number
1955, the PTA’s
Clandestine
Service
of reorganizations.
It emerged with a structure
for the support of
covert action that. remained essentially the same until the early 1960s.
The Clandestine
Service consisted of seven geographic
+visions and a
number of functional
staffs-foreign
intelligence,
counterintelligence,
Lechnical support for covert action, and plnnnil~g nud program
coordination.
With the demise of paramilitary
a&I\-ities following
the
Korean War, the Paramilitary
Operations
Staff had been abolished
and its functions merged wi-ith the staff responsible for psychological
action. An International
Organizations
IXrision,
created in June 1954,
handled all programs in support of labor, youth, student, and cultural
counterfront,
organizations.
Using the covert action budget as one measure of activiLy, the scope
of political
and Dsycliological
action during the 1950s was greatest
in the Far Ea+,.Western
Europe, and the Middle East, with steadily
increasing
actlvlty
in the Western Hemisphere.
The international
labor, student, and media projects of the International
Organizations
Division constitu.ted lthe greatest single concentration
of covert political
and prop‘aganda activities. Paramilitary
action began to increase again
in the late 1950s with large-scale operations
in two Asian countries
and increased covert military
assistance to a third.13
The Bay of Pigs disaster in 1961 prompted a reorganization
of CIA
covert actlon and the procedures governing
it. ,4 new form of covert
artion-counterinsurgenc.y-was
now emphasized. Under the direction
of the National
Security Council, the CIA rapidly expanded its counterinsurgency
capability,
focusing 011 Latin America, Africa, and the
Far East. After the Geneva agreements of 1962, the CIA took over the
training
and advising of the Meo army, previously
a responsibility
of
TT.S. military
advisers. The Laos operition
eventually became the largest paramilitary
effort in post-war history. In 1962 the Agency also
b!gan a small paramilitary
program
in Vietnam.
Even after the
1 nited States Military
Assistance Command
(MACV)
took over
narnmilitary
programs
in Vietnam at the end of 1963, the CIA continued to assist the U.S. military’s
covert activities
against North
Vietnam.
The CIA’s parami1itar.y
effort continued to expand throl!ghout
the
decade. The paramilitary
budget reached an all-time high m 19’70. It
probably
would have continued
to climb. had not the burden of the
Laos program
been transferred
to the Department.
of Defense in
1971.‘4
I3 In 1962 a naramilitarv
office was reconstituted
in the CIA. Followine
the
Ray of Pies, a-panel headed by Lvman
Kirkpatrick,
then the CIA’s Exe&tire
Director-Comptroller,
recommended
that an office he created in the Clandestine
Service to centralize
and professionalize
paramilitary
action and contingency
I)lanning,
drawing
upon Agency-wide
resources
for larze-scale
operations.
As a
result, a new paramilitan
division
was established.
It was to operate under the
gnid*nre
of a new NSC approval
grouvthe
Snecial Gronn (Counterinsurgency).
“Part
of the Agency’s
interest
in naramilitary
activities
stemmed
from the
.izenrv’s
view that these activities
are interdenendcnt
with intellieence
collection functions.
DC1 John M&one
protested
the transfer
of naramilitary
prncrams in Vietnam
to MACV in l!W-1964
because he thought
that a third of the
intelligence
reporting
of the CIA’s Vietnam
station might hi lost with such a reduction of CIA participation.
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Paramilitary
action u-as blit one of the (‘IA’s collection
of tools
during the early and middle 1960s. Olltside the Far East the CIA
mounted an increasing nunlber of political, propaganda,
and economic
projects. This was the era of Operation MONGOOSE,
a massivecovert
assault on the Castro regime in Cuba.‘” The need to combat. the “export
of revolution”
by coumlunist
powers stinlulated
a variety
of new
covert, techniques aimetl at an increasingly
broad range of “targets.”
Covert action reached its peak in the Sears 1964 to 1967.
In contrast to the period 1964 to 1967, when expenditures
for political and propaganda
action increased almost 60 percent, the period
1968 to the present has registered declines in every functional
and geographic category of covert action-except
for paramilitary
operations
in the Far East which did not drop until 1972. The number of individ1~1 covert action projects dropped by 50 percent from fiscal year 1964
(when they reached an all-time high) to fiscal year 1968. The number
of projects by itself is not an adequate nleasure of the scope of covert
action. Projects can vary considerably
in size, cost, duration, and effect.
Today, for example, one-fout’th
of the cnrrent covert a&on projects
are relatively
high-cost, (over $100,000 nnnnnlly).
No matter which standards are nsed, covert activities have decreased
considerably
since their peak period in the mid- and late 1960s. Recent. trends reflect this decrease in covert action. In one country. covert
activities began in the early years of the OPC and became so extensive
in the 1950s and 1960s that they affected almost every element of that
society. -4 retrenchment
began in 1965; by 1974 there were only two
relatively
small-scale political action projects. The only covertexpenditure prolected for fiscal year 1976 is a small sum for the development
of potential “ass&’
or local agents who may be used for covert action
in the future.
In a second countr,v, covert action expenditures
in
1975 were less than one percent of the total in 1971. A slight increase was projected for fiscal year 1976, also for the development
of
potential
assets for future rise. The (‘IA has thus curtailed
its covert
action projects in these two countries, althou,ah its current investment
in potential assets indicates that the Agency does not want to preclude
the possibilit,y of covert involvement
in the future.
Some of the major reasons for the decline of covert activities since
the mid- and late 1960s inclildr :
-a reduction
of Cr.4 labor. student, and media ,projects
following
the 1967 Rnmpnrf,~ disclosure and the subsequent
recommendations
of the Katzenbach Committee;
-the
transfer
of covert military
assistance in Laos from
the CIA budget to the Defense Department
bud.get in 1971,
and the termination
of many other covert activities
in t,hat
area with the end of the war Tn Indochina
in 1975 ;
-reductions
in overseas personnel of the Clandestine
Service as a result of studies and cuts made bv James Schlesinger,
first when he was with the Office of Mnnkgement
and Budget
and later dnrinnr his brief tenure as Director of Central Tntelligence in 197X ;
lr. Swate Select Committee,
Td.mlers,” p. 139 ff.
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-shifting
1T.S. foreign
policy priorities
in the 1970s,
which have de-emphasized
sustained involvement
in the internal affairs of other nations; and
-0ncei.n
among Agency officials and U.S. policymakers
that publicity
given to CIA covert activities woultl’increase
the chances of disclosure and generally
decrease the chances
of success of the kinds of large-scale, higll-expenditure
projects that tlevrlopcd
in the 1960s.‘“”
I3.

Cosc~~ssros.~r,

OVERSIGIIT

There is no reference to covert action in the 1947 Kational Security
A\ct, nor is there any evidence in the debates, committee reports, or
legislative
history of the 1947 Act to show that Congress intended
specifically
to authorize covert operations.1G Since the CIA’s wartime
predecessor, the Office of Strategic
Services, had conducted covert
operations, Congress may have anticipated
that these operations were
envisioned.
Whether specifically
authorized by Congress or not, CIA covert opand
erations were soon underway.
Citing the “such other functions
duties” clause of the 1947 ,4ct as authority,
the National
Security
Council authorized
the CIA to undertake covert operations at its first
nleeting in December 1947. ,4t that point Congress became responsible
for overseeing these activities.
Shortly after the passage of the 1947 Act, the Armed Services and
Appropiiations
Committees
of the House and the Senate assumed
jurisdiction
for CIA4 activities and appropriations.
In the Senate, following an informal
arrangement
worked out with Senators Vandenberg and Russell, small CIA subcommittees
mere created within
Armed Services and Appropriations.
Over time, the relations between
the subcommittees
and the CIA came to be dominated
by two princilples : “need to know” and “want to know.” I7 The “want to know”
principle
was best expressed in a statement made in 1956 by a congressional overseer of the CIA, Senator Leverett Saltonstall :
It is not a question of reluctance on the part of CIA officials
to speak to us. Instead, it is a question of our reluctance, if
you will, to seek information
and knowledge
on subjects
which I personally, as a member of Congress and as a citizen,
would rather not have, unless I ‘believed it to be my responslbility to have it because it might involve the lives of A,merican citizens.1s
=a The next two sections of this report

“Covert

Action Techniques”
and “Covert
remain classified after conbranch. See p. 143.
“For a full diwussinn of the statutory
authority
for CIA activities,
and cnngresWna1 antlmrizstinn of covert action. see Chapter VII and Appendix I.
“The Rockefeller
Commission
made a similar point in its Report :
“In sum, congressional
oversight of the CIA has been curtailed
by the secrecy
shrouding its activities and budget. At least until quite recently, Congress has not
sought substantial
amounts of information.
Correspondingly,
the CIA has not
generally volunteered
additional
information.”
(Report of the Commission
on CIA
Activities
Within the United States, 6/6/75, p. 77.)
18Congressional
Record-April
9, 1956, p. R.5292.
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From the beginning,
the House and the Senate subcommittees
were
relatively
inactive . According
to information
available
to the Select
Committee, the Senate ,~rmed Services subcouunittee
met 26 times bet\xeecll ,January 1966 and I>ccrmber 197.‘,. The subcommittee
met fi\-e
times in 1975. twice in 1974. 01ice in I!173 and 1972, and llot at, all in
1971.
Relations between the CIA and the subcommittees
canle to ‘be determined, in large part, by the personal relationship
between the chairmen and the CIA Director,
often to the exclusion of other subcommittee members. Staff assistance was minimal, usually consisting of no
more than one professional
staff member.
The two Senate subcommittees had somewhat different responsibilities.19 The Appropriations
subcommittee
was to concentrate
on the
budgetary
aspects of CIA activities. The Armed Services subcommittee had the narrower
responsibility
of determining
the legislative
needs of the .!gency and recommending
additional
or corrective legislation. It did not authorize the CIA’s annual budget.
The CIA subcommittees
received general information
about some
covert operations. Prior to the Hughes-Ryan
Amendment
to the 1974
Foreign ,-2ssistnnce ,%ct, however, the subcommittees
were not notified
of these operations on any regular basis. Notifications
occurred on the
b,wis of informal
agreements between the CIA and the subcommittee
chairmen.20 CIA covert action briefings did not include detailed descriptions of the methods and cost of incliviclual covert action projects.
Rather, proj.ects were grouped into broad , general programs, either on
a country-wltle
hasis or by type of activity. for presentation
to the subcommittees.
Chile can serve as an csanlple of how o\-ersight of covert action was
conducted. According
to CIA records, there was a total of 53 conpressional briefings on Chile by the CTA between April 1964 and December 1974. At 3.3 of these mertings there was some discussion of covert
action; special releases of fluids for covert action fronr the Contingency Reserve were discussed at 23 of them. Of the 33 covert action
briefings, 20 took place prior to 19’73, and 13 took place after.21
Of the 33 covert action projects undertaken
in Chile between 1963
and 1974 with 40 Committee approval,
Congress was briefed in some
fashion on eight. Presumably
the 25 others were undertaken
without
congressional
consultation .22 Of the more than $13 million
spent
in Chile on covert action projects between 1963 and 1974, Congress
I9 Initially
the Armed
Services
and Appropriations
subcommittees
met scparately. However,
in the 196Os, becnnse of overlapping
membership
the two committees
met jointly.
For several years Senator
Richard
Russell
was chairman
of both subcommittees.
201n 1967, the House and Senate CIA appropriations
subcommittees
began
receiving
notifications
of withdrawals
from the CIA’s Contingency
Reserve Fund
within
48 hours of the release. In 1975 the two Armed Service subcommittees
began receiving
the same notificatiocs.
at the initiative
of Director
Colby.
R The 13 briefings
which occurred
after 1973 (March
1973 to December
19i4)
included
meetings
with the Senate Foreign
Relations
Subcommittee
on Blultinational
Corporations
and the House Foreign
Affairs
Subcommittee
on InterAmeriran
-iffairs.
All these meetings were concerned with pn8t CIA covert action
in Chile.
zz .\mong the 25 projects
were a $1.2 million authorization
in 1971, half of
which was spent to lmrchasc
raltio stations
and newspapers
while the other half
went to support
municipal
candidates
in anti-Allende
political
parties;
and an
additional
expenditure
of $815,000 in late 19il to provide support
to opposition
political
parties in Chile.
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(sometimes
before and sometimes after the fact) on
about $9.3 million. Further,
congressional
oversight
committees were not consulted about projects which were not reviewed
by the full 40 Committee.
one of these was the Track II attempt by
the CIA, at the instruction
of I’resitlent
Kixon, to prevent Salvador
Allende from taking ofice in 1970.‘”
Congressional
oversight
of CIA covert operations
was altered as
a result of the Hughes-Ryan
amendment
to the 1974 Foreign hssistante Act. That amendment stated :
Sec. 662. Limitation
on Intelligence
hctivities.(a) No
funds appropriated
under the authority
of this or any other
Act may be expended by or on behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency for operations in foreign countries? other than
activities intended solely for obtaining necessary Intelligence,
unless and until the President finds that each such operation
is important
to the national security of the United States and
reports, in a timely fashion, a description
and scope of such
operation
to the appropriate
committees of the Congress, including the Committee
on Foreign Relations of the United
States Senate and the Committee
on Foreign Affairs of the
United States House of Representatives.24
The Hughes-Ryan
amendment had two results. First, it established
by statute a reporting
requirement
to Congress on covert action. Second, the amendment increased the number of committees that would be
informed
of approved
covert operations. The inclusion of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
and the House International
Relations
Committee
was in recognition
of the significant
foreign policy implications of covert operations.
Despite these changes, the oversight role of Congress with respect to
covert operations is still limited. The law does not require notification
of Congress before covert operations
are implemented.
The DC1 has
not felt obligated
to inform
the subcommittees
of approved
covert
action operations prior to their i,mplementation,
although in some cases
he has done so. Problems thus arise if members of Congress object to a
decision by the President to undertake a covert operation.
The recent case of angola is a good example of the weaknesses of
the Hughes-Ryan
amendment.
In this case, the Executive
fully complied with the requirements
of the amendment. In January
197.5 the
administration
decided to provide
substantial
covert political
support to the FNLA faction in Angola.25 In early February,
senior memreceived
projects

briefings
totaling

3 With respect to congressional oversight of CIA activities in Chile, the Committee’s Staff report on “Covert
Action in Chile” concluded :
“Between
April 1964 and December 1974, CIA’s consultation
with its congressional oversight committees-and thus Congress’ exercise of its oversight function--was inadequate. The CIA did not volunteer detailed information
; Congress
most. often did not seek it.” (Senate Select Committee, “Covert Action in Chile,”
p. 49. )
= 22 USC 2422.
=There were three factions involved in the Angolan conflict:
the Sational
l+?ont for the rdberation
of Angola (FNLA),
led by Holden Roberto ; the National
UlliOn for the Total Independence
of Angola (UNITA),
led by Jonas Savimbi ;
and the I’olmlar
~hWl~llt
for the Liberation
of Angola,
(JIPLA)
led by Agosfinho xeto. The latter grou11 received
military
and political
support
from the
Soviet Union and Cuba.
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bers of the six congressional
committees received notification
of this
decision.
In late ,July the 40 Committee
and President
Ford approved
an aclditional
cspenditure.
to provide
cove.& military
assistance to
the FNLA
and a second .4ngolan
faction, IINITA.
Again senior
nlembers of the six conlnlittces
were not.ified. The Chairman,
the
ra.nking minority
member, and Chief of Stjaff of the ‘Senate Fore@
Relations Committee
were briefed in late ,July. Under procedures 8~tablished wi’thin that, committee, a notice of the CIA briefing was circulatecl to all committee members. When Senator Dick Clark, Chairman of the Foreign
Relations
Subcommittee
on African
Affairs,
learned that the corert. action program
was in Africa,
he requested
was briefed on the
further
details. On ,J~lly 28, Clark’s subconunittee
paramilitary
assistance progranl
to the FNI,A
and, apparently,
some
members of the subconm~ittee objected.
In early September the Administration
decided to increase its covert
military
assistance to ,ingoln
by $10.7 million,
bringing
the total
amount to $2~ million. ,\gain, the required notifications
were carried
Out.26
In early November,
Senator Clark raised his objections
to the
.4ngola operation before the full Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
The Committee in turn asked Director
Colby and Secretary Kissinger
to testify, in closed session, on U.S. involvement
in Angola. At this
meeting, several members of the Committee
esprcssed their concern
for the program to Director
Colby ant1 I~nd~rstcrrtary
*Joseph Sisco.
who represented
the State Department
in Secretary
Kissinger’s
absence. Despite this concern, in nritl-Sovember
President Ford and
the 40 Committee allthorizetl the expentliture
of another $7 million fol
covert military
assistance to Angola. In early December, the congressional committees were notified of this new infusion
of military
assistance.
Finding opposition
within the briefing mechanism ineffective,
Senator Clark proposed an amendment to a pending military
and security
assistance bill. In ,January 1976 aftrr a complicated series of legislative
actions, additional
covert military
assistance to Angola was prohibited
by Congress by an amendment to the Defense appropriations
bill.
The dispute over Angola illustrates the dilemma Congress faces with
respect to covert operations.
The Hughes-Ryan
amendment
gearanteed information
about covert action in Angola? but. not any control
over this controversial
instrument
of foreign policy. Congress had to
resort to the power of the l)ursc to express its jlldgment. and will.
c. Frlvnrscs
for

Co\-ert
the

.\xI)

~OXLUSIONS
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action has been a tool of United
States foreign
policy
past 28 years. Thousands
of covert
action
projects

%On September
25, 1975 the Xeu: York Tinw
first reported
the fact of U.S.
covert assistance to the FSLA and UNITA.
The article stated that Director
Colby
had notified Congress
of the Angola operation
in accordance
with the HughesRyan amendment,
but “no serious
objections
were raised.”
There was little
reaction to the Times article, either in Congress or by the public.
“’ See Appendix
II which presents
summaries
of recommendations
regarding
covert
action made to the Senate Select Committee
during
the cmirse of its
investigation.
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have been undertaken . ,111 e.xtensive record has been established
on
which to base judgments
o,f whether
covert action should have a
role in the foreign
policy of a democratic
society and, if so, under
n-hat restraints
of accountability
and control. The Commisttee‘s examination
of covert action has led to the following
findings
and
conclusions.
Although
liot a specific charter mission of the Central Intelligence
-1gency, covert action quickly became a primary
activit.y.
Covert
action projects were first deiigned
to counter the Soviet threat in
Europe, and were, at least initially,
a limited and ad hoc response
to an exceptional
threat to American
securi’ty. Covert action soon
became a routine program of influencing
governments
and covertly exercising power-involving
literally
hundreds of projects each year.
By 1058 there were major covert operations
underway
in 48 countries, consisting
of propaganda,
paramilitary
and political
action
projects. Tzy the 1!96Os, covert action had come to mean “any clandestine activity designed to influence foreign governments,
events, organizations or persons in support of Vnited States forpign policy.” Several thousand individual
covert action projects have been undertaken
since 1961, although the majority
of these have been low-risk,
low-cost
projects. such as a routine press placement or the development
of an
“agent of influence.”
That covert, action was not intended to become a pervasive
foreign
policy tool is evident in the testimony of t.hose who mere involved
in
the drafting
of the 1947 National Security Act. One of these drafters,
Clark Clifford,
had this to say about the transition
of covert action
from an ad hoc response to a frequently
used foreign
policy tool:
It was the original
concept that covert activities
undertaken under the Act were to be carefully
limited and controlled. You will note that, the langua.ge of the Act provides
that this catch-all clause is applicable
only in the event that
national
security is affected. ** This was considered to be an
important
limiting and restricting
clause.
However,
as the Co1.d War continued and Communist
aggression became the major problem of the day, our Government felt t.hat it was necessary to increase our country’s responsibilities
in protecting
freedom in various parts of the
world. It seems apparent now that we also greatly increased
our covert activities.
I have read somewhere that as time
progressed
we had literally
hundreds
of such operations
going on simultaneously.
It seems clear that these operations
have gotten out of hand.‘9
28The CIA. under the 1947 Act, is directed “to perform such other functions
and duties related to intelligence
‘affecting the national security as the National
Security Council may from time to time direct.”
w Clifford, 12/5/75, Hearings,
p. 51.
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The record of covert &ion reviewed by the Committee suggests that
are difficul~t to draw.“” The
net juc@nentz as It0 “succesb 7” or “failure”
Committee has found that when covert operations have been consistent
with, and in tactical support of, policies which have emcr&
from a
national debate and the est,ablished proceses of government,
,these operations have {tended to be a success. Covert support to beleaguered
democrats in IVestern l2urope in the late 1’3-W was in support of an
established policy hazed on a strong national consensus. On the ot,her
ly&nd, dhe public has neit,her under&xx1
nor accepted the coverL har~nssment of the democratically
eleuted Allende governmenlt.
liecent covert
intervention
in Angola preceded, and indeed preempted,
public and
congressional
debate on America’s
foreign
policy interest in #the future of Angola.
The intervention
in Angola was conducted in the
absence of efforts on the part of the executive branch to develop a
national consensus on Amerioa’s interests in Soubhern Africa.
The Committee has received exltensive test.imony ithalt covert action
can be a success when the objective of ithe project is to support an individual, a party, or a government
in doing what that individual,
party,
or government
wants <to dc++nd when it has the will and capa&y to
do it. Covert a&ion cannot build political
institutions
where there is
no local political
will to ,have them. Where t.his has been attempted,
success has been problemat.ical
at best, and the risks of exposure
enormously high.
The Committee’s
findings on paramilitary
activities
suggest that
t,hese operations
are an anomaly,
if not an aberration,
of covert
action.3* Paramilitary
operations
are amon, u the most costly and
controversial
forms of covert action. They are difficult, if not impossible, to conceal. They lie in the critical gray area between limited
influence, short of the use of force, and overt military
intervention.
,\s such, paramilitary
activities
are especially significant.
In Vietnanf, paramilitary
strategy formed a bridge between the two levels
of involvement..
Paramilitary
operations
have great potential
for
escalating into ‘major military
commitments.
Covert U.S. paramil’itary
programs have generally been designed to
accomplish one of lthe following
objectives:
(1) subversion of a hostile government
(e.g., Cuba) ; (2) support to friendly
governments
“Fw-mer
Attorney
General
and Under
Secretary
of State Nicholas
Katzenbath had this to say .about covert action “success”
and “failure”
:
“I start from the premise that some of our covert activities
abroad have been
successful,
valuable
in support
of a foreign
policy which
was understood
and
approved
by the electorate
and Congress
. . I also start from a premise
that
some of our activities
abroad have not been successful,
and have been wrong and
wrongheaded.
In some cases we hare grossly
over-estim’a’ted
our capacity
to
bring about a desired
result
and have created situations
unintended
and undesirable.”
(Nicholas
Katzenbach
testimony,
House
Select Committee
on Intelligence. 12/10/75. Hearings.
Vol. 5. u. 1797.)
31-The Commit&
studie&‘in
degil,
covert military
operations
in five countries, including
Laos, Vietnam,
and Angola. The Committee
analyzed
l)aramilitary programs
in terms of (1) executive
command and control ; (5) secrecy and
deniabili.ty ; (3) effectiveness
; (4) propriety
; and (5) legislative
oversight.
The
latter issue is vital because paramilitary
operations
are directly
related to, and
pose special problems
for, Congress’
authority
and responsibilities
in making
war.
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(Laos) ; (3) unconvenkional
adjunct support to a larger war effort
(Korea, Vietnam, Laos after the middle 1960s).
There are two principal
criteria which determine the minimum suecess of paramilitary
operations:
(1) achievement
of the policy goal;
and (2) maintenance of deniubility.
of the first is not accomplisheci, the
operation is a fsailure in any case; if the second is not accomplished, the
paramilitary
option otiers few if any advantages
over the option of
overt military
mtervention.
On balance, in these terms, the evidence
points toward the failure of paramilitary
activity as a technique of
covert action.:‘”
Of the five paramilitary
activities
studied by the Committee,
only
one ‘appeals ‘to have achieved ilts objectives. The goal of supporting
a
central government
was achieved-the
same government
is still in
p0we.r many years later. There were a few sporadic repoiyts of lthe
operation in the press, but it was never fully revealed nor confirmed.
In no paramilitiary
case studied by the Commit&e
was complete
secrecy successfully preserved. All of the operations were reported in
the American press to varying exitents, while ‘they were going on. They
remained deniable only to the ex8tent that such reports were tentative,
sketchy, and unconfirmed,
and hence were not necessarily considered
accurate.
3. The Znzpuet of Covert Action
Assessing the “success” or “failure”
of coveti ,a.otion ‘is necessary.
Just as important,
however, is an assessment of the impact of covert
action on “targeted”
nations and the reputation
of the United States
abroad.
The impaot of a large-soale
covent operation,
such as Operation
MONGOOSE
in Cuba, is apparent.
Less apparent
is lthe impact of
small covert projects on “targeted”
countries. The Committee
has
found that these small projects can, in the aggregate, have a powerful
effect upon vulnerable
societies.
In some cases, covert support has encouraged
a debilitating
dependence on the United
States. In one Western nation the covert
investment
was so heavy and so persistent that, according to a former
CIA Station Chief in that couiitry :
Any aspiring
politician
almost automatically
would
come
to CL% to see if we could help him get elected . . . They were
the wards of the United States, and that whatever happened
for good or bad was the fault of the United States.
Cyrus Vance, a former Deputy Secretary of Defense, cited another
such example :
Paramilitary
operAions
are perhlaps unique in th& ilt is more
difficult
to withdraw
from &hem, once &a&d,
than covert
z2For example, the covert paramilitary program in Laos certainly ceased to
be plausibly
deniable as soon as it was revealed officially in the 1969 Symington
hearings
of the Senate Foreign
Relations
Committee
(it was revealed
unofficisally even earlier).
If U.S. policy was the preser+ation
of a non-communist
Laotiau
government,
the lnwgram
obviously
failed. Some
admihistration
witnesses, uerertheless,
including
IWI
Colby, cited the war in Laos as a great
success. Their reasoning
was bnsed on the view that the limited effort in Laos
served to put pressure
on Xorth
Vietnamese
supply lines, and therefore
was a
helpful ‘adjunct of the larger U.S. effort in Vietnam.
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operations.
This is well illustrated
by the case of the Congo,
where a decision was taken to withdraw
in early 1966, and it
took [about a year and Ia ha.lf before the opera,tion was terminated. Once a paramilitary
operation
is commenced? the recipient of the paramilitary
aid tends to become dependent
upon it, and inevitably
advances ithe argument that to cut back
or terminlate (the aid would do t.he recipient great damage.
This makes it especially difficult ‘to disengape.3”
In other cases, covert support to foreign political
leaders, parties,
labor unions, or the media ‘has made them vulnerable
to repudiation
in
their own society when their covert ties are exposed. In Chile,
several of the Chilean nationals who had been involved
in the CIA’s
operation
had to leave the country when he
anti-Allende
“spoiling”
was confirmed as President.
In addition, the history of covert adion indicates that the cumulative effect of hidden intervention
in t.he society and institutions
of a
foreign naition has often not only transcended
the actual t,hreat, but
it has also limited the foreign policy options available to the United
States Government
by creating ties to groups and causes that the
United
States cannot renounce without
revealing
the earlier covert
a&ion.
The Committee
also found that the cumulative
effects of covert
action are rarely noted by rthe operat.ional divisions of the CIA in the
presentation
of new projects or taken into account by the responsible
National Security Council review levels.
The Committee has found that certain covert operations have been
incompatible
with American principles
and ideals and, when exposed.
have resulted in damaging this nation’s ability to exercise moral and
ethical leadership
throughout
the world. The U.S. ,involvement
in
assassination plots against foreign leaders ‘and t,he attempt to foment.
a military
coup in Chile in 1970 against ‘a democratically
elected government were two examples of such failures in purposes #and ideals.
Further,
because of widespread
exposure of covert operations
and
suspicion Ithat others are taking place, the CIA is blamed for virtually
every foreign internal crisis.
4. The Executive’s
Use of Co?-ert Action
In its consideration
of covert action. the Committee was struck by
the basic tension-if
not incompatibilit,v-of
covert operations
and
the demands of a constitutional
svstem. Secrecy is essential to covert
operations;
secrecy can, however. become a source of power, a barrier
60 serious policy debate within government,
and a means of circumventing
the established
checks ‘and procedures of government.
The
Committee
found that secrecy and compartmentation
contributed
fto
a temntation
on the part of ithe Executive to resort to covert onerations
in order to avoid ‘bureaucratic,
congressional.
and public debate. In
addition. the Committee found that the major successes of covert action tended to encourage lthe Executive
to press for the use of covert
action as the eas.y way to do things and to ‘task t,he CIA with difficult
requirements,
such as running
a large-scale “secret” war in Laos or
“Cyrus

Vance testimony,

12/5/75,

Hearings,

Vol. 7. p. 85, footnote.
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attempting
to overturn
the results of a national
election in Chilewithin a five-week period.
The Committee
found that the Executive has used the CIA to Conduct covert operat.ions ‘because it is less laccountable than other government ‘agencies. In this regard, Secret.ary of State Henry Kissinger
told the Committee :
I do not believe in retrospect that it was good national policy
to have the CIB conduct the war in Laos. I think we should
have found some other way of doing it. And to use the CIA
simply because it is less accountable
for very visible major
operations
is poor national policy. And the covert activities
should be confined to those matters t.hat clearly fall into a
gray area between overt military #action and diplomatic
activities, and not to be used simply for the convenience
of the
executive branch and its accountability.35
Under questioning,
Secretary Kissinger went on to say that in Laos
there were two basic reasons (why the CIA was used to fight that war :
“one, to avoid a formal avowal of American
part,icipation
there for
diplomatic
reasons, ‘and the second, I suspect, because it was less
accountable.”
36
The Committee
has found that the temptation
of the Executive
to
use covert action as a “convenience”
ancl as a substitute for publicly
accountable
policies has ‘been strengthened
by the hesitancy of the
Congress to use its powers to oversee covert action by the CIA. Much
of this hesitancy flowed from the legitimate desire on the part of congressional
oversight
committees to maintain
the security of covert
action projects. But it also resulted from a reluctance on the part of
the approprilatc
committees to challenge the President or to become
directly involved
in projec’ts perceivecl to be necessary for t.he national
security. Congressional
hesitancy also flowed from the fact that congressional ovensight committees are almost totally dependent on the
Executive
for information
on covert operations.
The secrecy needed
for these operations ,allows the Executive to justify the limited provision of information
to the Congress.
5. Maintaking
a Covert Capability
Former
senior government
officials h’ave testified to their concern
that the use and control of covert action is made more dificult
by a
strong activism
on the part of CIA operational
officers. &George
Bundy, a former Special Assistant for National
Security Affairs to
Presidents Kennedy ‘and Johnson, has stated :
While in principle
it has always been the unclerstanding
of
senior ,government
officials outside the CIA that. no covert
operations ~~vould be undertaken
without the explicit approval
of “higher
authority,”
there has also been a general expectation within the Agency that it was its proper business to generate atkractive proposals and to stretch them, in operation,
to the furthest limit of any authorization
actually received.37
3i Henry

Kissinger

testimony,

11/21/75,

p. 51.

361bid., p. 56.

5i RfcGeorge
Bundy
testimony,
House
12/10/75, Hearings, Vol. 5, pp. 179&1795.
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Clark Clifford,
this view :

in testimony

before the Select Committee,

reinforced

On ‘a number of occasions a plan for covert action has been
presented to the NSC #and author&y requested for the CIA to
proceed from point A to point B. The autihority will be given
and the action will be launched. When point B is reached,
the persons in charge feel that it is necessary to go to point C
‘and they assume thmat the original
aujthorization
gives them
such a right. From point C, they go to D, and possibly E, and
even furt.her. This led to some bizarre results, and, when
investigation
is started, the excuse blandly
presented that
the saut.hority was obtmained from t,lle NSC Ibefore the project
was 1aunched.38
The act.ivism referred to by Bundy and Clifford
is reflected in part,
in the maintenance
of a standing covert *action capatbility and a worldwide “infrastructure.”
The Committee
found tha,t one of the most
troublesome and controversi,al
issues it confronted
in evaluating
covert
action was the question of the util’ity land propriety
of the CIA’s maintaining a worldwide
“infrastructure”
(e.g., agents of influence, assets,
and media contacts). Are these “assets” essentimal to the success of a
major covert action program ? Or does this sbandby capability generate
n temptation
to intervene covertly as an alternative
to diplomacy?
There is no question that the CIA attaches great importance
to the
maintenance
of a worldwide
clandestine infrastructure-the
so-called
“plumbing”-in
place. During
the 1960s the Agency developed
a
worldwide
system o,f standby covert action “assets,” ran,aing from
media personnel to individuals
said to influence the behavior of governments.39 In recent years, however, the Bgencv has substantially
reduced it.s overseas covert action infrastructure”
even to the point of
closing bases and stations. A linlited infrastructure
is still maintained,
however. For example, although the United States has no substantial
covert (action program ,in the Western Hemisphere ‘today, the CIA does
continue to maintain a modest covert action infrastructure
consisting
of ‘agents of influence and media contacts.
The CIA’s infrastructure
is constructed in response to annual Operating Directives.
These directives set station priorities
for both clandestine collection
and covert ,action. 4o The Operating
Directives
are
developed
and issued by the CIA sand informally
coordinated
with
concerned CIA. geographic
bureaus and t,he Departmen’t
of State.
Therefore,
the mfrastructnre
that is in place at any given time is
there at the direction
of the CIA.
The Committee finds several troublesome
problems with the CIA’s
development
and mainteirance
of cove,r’t action
inf rast.ructures
3oClark BI. Clifford testimony
12/Z/75, Hearings,
Vol. 7, pp. 51-52.
a During
its assassination
inquiry,
the Committee
found that certain CIA
assets, wilt11 the cr!?ptonyme
QJ/WIN.
WI/ROGUE
and AJI/I,ARH
were involved. or contemnla&d
for use <n.‘dots to a&assinate
fore&n leaders.
” Fo; example,
the Chilean d&rating
Directire
for FI’ 1972 directed
the
Santiago
Station to: “Sponsor a program which will enable the Chilean armed
forces to retain stheir integrity
and independent
political
power. Provide direct
financial support to key military
figures who can he exweted ,to develop a meaningful following
in their respective services ‘to restrain and, perhaps, topple the
Allende government.”
The Select Committee
found no evidence to indicate that
this “direct financial
support”
was provided.
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throughout,
the world:
(1) The operating
decisions are IIN&
by the
CIA, although
infrastructure
guidelines
are cleared with the Stiate
Depstiment;
the Agency’s Operating
Direotives
,are rarely seen outside t,ho CIA and (2) the ‘actual covert action projects which build
and maintain
these infra&ructnres
rarely, if ever, go to the NSC for
approval.
The Conunit,tee finds that t.he independent
issuance of Operating
T)irect,ivcs, ,antl the fact that most covert (action projects which estabIish and maintain
t#he CIA’s infrastructure
around-t:he world do not
go to the NSC, combine to shield this important
clandestine s stem
from effective policy cont,rol ,and guidance. The Commit,tee ;besieves
t,htat, ‘all small so-called “non-sensitive”
projects which do not now go
to the NSC level for approval
should, at a minimum,
be aggregated
into appropriate
country or regional programs,
and then brought to
the NSC level for approval.
Covert, action should be the servant of policy. Secretary Kissinger
nrade this point ,before the Commit,tee ‘when he testified :
If the diplomatic
track cannot succeed without
the covert
track, then the covert track wlas unnecessary and should n&
have been engaged in. So hopefully,
‘if one wants to draw a
general conclusion, one would htave to say that only those covert actions can ,be justified Ithrut support ‘a diplomaitic track.*l
6. conclusiom
Given the open and democratic
assumptions on which our governmmt
is ‘based, the ‘Committee gave serious consideration
to proposing
a total ban on a67 forms of covert action. The Committee
has concluded, however, that the IJnited States should ,maintain the option
of reacting in t.he future to a grave, unforeseen
threat to United
Staten national security through covert means.
The Hughes-Ryan
amendment to the 1974 Foreign As&trance Act
restricts the (CIA from undertaking
“operations
in foreign countries,
other than activities
intended
for obtiaining
necessary intelligence,
miless and until t.he President finds that each such operat.ion is important to the national security of the United States.” 42 The Committee
has concluded that an even stricter standard for the use of covert action
is required than the injunction
thlat such opera’tions ‘be “important
to
the national securitv of the United States.”
The Committee’s
review of covert action has underscored
the necessity for a thoroughgoing
strengthening
of the Executive’s
internal
review process for covert action and for the establishment
of a realistic
system of accountability,
both within the Execut,ive, and to the Congress and to the American people. The requirement
for a rigorous and
credible system of control and accountability
is complicated,
however,
by the shield of secrecy which must necessarily be imposed on any
covert activity
if it is to remain covert. The challenge is to find a substitute for the public. scrutiny through congressional
debate and press
attention that normally attends government
decisions. In its consideration of the present processes of authorization
and review, the Committee has found the following:
u Henry Kissinger ttedimmy,
11/21/75, p. 38.
42Sw p. 151, for full test of Hughes-Ryan
amendment.
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(1) The most basic conclusion reached by the Committee
is that
covert action must be seen as an exceptional act, to be undertaken
only
when the national security requires it and when overt means will not
suffice. The Committee
concludes that the policy and procedural
barriers are presently inadequate
to insure that any covert operation
is
absolutely
essential to the national security. These barriers must be
tightened
and raised or covert action should be abandoned as an instrument of foreign policy.
(2) On the basis of the record, the Committee has concluded that
covert action must in no case be a vehicle for clandestinely
undertaking
actions incompatible
with American
principles.
The Committee
has
already moved to condemn assassinations and to recommend a statute
to forbid such activity. It is the Committee’s
view that the standards
to acceptable covert activity should also exclude covert operations
in
an attempt to subvert democratic governments
or provide support for
police or other internal security forces which engage in the systematic
violation
of human rights.
(3) Covert operations
must be based on a careful and systematic
analysis of a given situation, possible alternative
outcome. the t,hreat
to american
interests of these possible outcomes, and above all, the
likely consequences of an attempt to intervene. A former senior intelligence analyst told the Committee :
Clearly actions were taken on the basis of some premises, but
they seem not to have been arrived at by any sober and systematic analysis, and tended often, it appeared, to be simplistic and passionate. In fact, there was often little or no
relationship
between the view of world politics as a whole, or
of particular
situations
of threat held by operators on the
one hand, and analysts on the other. The latter were rarely
consulted by the former, and then only in partEa disingenious
and even misleading ways.
It says something strange about successive DCIs that they
allowed this bifurcation,
even contradiction,
to obtain.*3
The Committee
has concluded that bringing
the analysts directly
into the fomml decision process would be a partial remedy to the problem of relating analysis to operations.
More important
would be the
insistence of the Director
of Central Intelligence
that the political
premises of any proposed covert operation
be rigorously
anal zed.
(4) The Committee
also concludes that the appropriate
N ii C committee (e.g., the Operations
Advisory
Group)
should review every
covert action proposal. The Committee also holds strongly to the view
“John
Huizenga
testimony,
l/26/76,
pp. 67. The Committee
found, in its
case study of Chile, that there was little or no coordination
between
the intelligence analysts
and the covert operators,
especially
in politically
sensitive
projects, which
were often restricted
within
the Clandestine
Service and the 40
Committee.
The project files for Chile gave no indication
of consultation
with the
Intelligence
Directorate
from
1964 to 1973. The exclusion
of expert
analytic
advice extended to the DCI’s staff responsible
for preparing
National
Intelligence
Estimates.
Today, however,
the Deputy
Director
for Intelligence
(DOI)
is informed by ‘the DDO of new covert activities.
The DDI has an opportunity
to
comment
on them and offer recommendations
to the DCI, but he is not in the
formal approval process.
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that the small nonsensitive
covert action proposals which, in the aggrecovert infrastructure
around
gate. establish and maintain the A4p31cy’s
the world should be considered and analyzed by the appropriate
NSC
committee. The Committee also believes that many of the small covert
action proposals for projects wonld fall away when forced to meet the
test, of being part of a larger covert action operation in support of the
openly avowed policies of the United States.
(5) With respect to congressional
oversight
of covert action, the
Committee
beliet,es that the appropriate
oversight
committee shoald
be informed
of all significant
covert operations prior to their initiation and that all covert action projects shonltl be wrien-rtl
by the corn
mitteo on a semi-annual basis. Further, the oversight committee should
require that the annual budget submission for covert action programs
be specific and detailed as to the activity
recommended.
Unforeseen
covert action projects should be funded only from the Contingenq
Reserve Fnnd which could 1)e replenished
only after the concurrence
of the oversight
and any other appropriate
congressional
committees.
The legislative
intelligence
o\-ersi,ght committee should be notified
prior to any withdrawal
from the Contingency
Reserve Fund.

